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introduction

We might all agree that a knowledge of the historical and biograph-
ical circumstances that saw the production of a work of literature or 

music or even an analytic study of them may often help us to a greater under-
standing and to the increase of pleasure that comes with understanding. 
nevertheless, one brute fact often overlooked needs to be forced upon our 
consideration: most works of art are more or less intelligible and give pleasure 
without any kind of historical, biographical, or structural analysis. There are 
always some aspects of the work which do not need our critical industry or 
demand much interpretation. All that is necessary is just some small famil-
iarity, acquired however involuntarily and informally by occasional experience 
with the stylistic language and tradition of the work.

in the end, we must affirm that no single system of interpretation will ever 
be able to give us an exhaustive or definitive understanding of why a work of 
literature or music can hold an enduring interest for us, explain its charm, 
account for its seduction and our admiration. A recognition of the inadequacy 
of any system of interpretation is essential to our being able to gain a fresh 
experience of the work. We need at times to acquire the talent of reading a 
work of literature or listening to a piece of music with innocent eye and ear, 
untainted or unblocked by critical studies, a state of objectivity unrealizable in 
all its purity, but which may be approached. every fine work has inherent 
merits easily grasped across the ages and effective in alien cultures, merits that 
cannot always be convincingly shown to have been imposed by historical, 
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social, or biographical pressures. At the moment of its creation, a work will 
have different roles to play, different functions to fulfill (some of which we 
ignore or deliberately set aside), and will develop still new roles and functions 
as it grows old and passes through history. A piece of Mozart or a poem by 
Pope for example, both carries with and conveys a sense of the age and the 
society in which it was created, and yet at the same time it can speak directly 
to the sensibility of a modern listener who has little knowledge of the original 
historical context. Merely a nodding acquaintance with the style and language 
of the time will generally be enough, and this acquaintance may be superficial 
and still effective. A study of the historical conditions in which the art was cre-
ated can of course deepen our understanding and make it more complex and 
even increase our delight, as i have remarked at the opening. But the study is 
rarely absolutely indispensable, the individual interpretation never exhaustive 
or permanent. every critical approach is likely to obscure important aspects of 
a work that will enter into the experience of a naive reading, Any appreciation 
of the past must acknowledge that several different critical approaches are 
valid, and that even in the absence of any formal system of interpretation, the 
work may still speak to us simply through its intrinsic merit or value.

in these essays and reviews, i have tried not only to benefit from a variety of 
different critical methods, but above all to keep in mind that listening and 
reading with intensity for pleasure is the one critical activity that can never be 
dispensed with or superseded. This will allow us to recognize the muliple pos-
sibilities of significance, and to avoid appreciating only those elements of an 
artistic production that are revolutionary; both Theodor Adorno and Glenn 
Gould, for example, were incapable of seeing that Mozart was sometimes 
astonishingly effective and superior to most of his contemporaries even when 
he was extremely conventional, not only when he was most strikingly original. 
And to recognize that Mallarmé, who permanently altered the nature of poetry, 
was nevertheless right when he claimed that he was only doing what all poets 
had done before him. While a study of the sources of Montaigne’s ideas will 
reveal his debt to the stoic, epicurean, and skeptic philosophers, only a rereading 
of his essays for the enjoyment of his style and his delight in contradicting 
himself will tell us that his conclusions are generally provisional and that the 
interest for the reader lies in the voyage and not in reaching the goal— or, 
rather, that the voyage (the demonstration of the way the mind works) was the 
real original goal all the time.

The freedom of interpretation is fundamental to the tradition of music and 
literature in the West, which continuously demanded innovation, but an inno-
vation that would eventually— often with some difficulty and delay— be 
assimilated and absorbed by the tradition, which has often, indeed, more influ-
ence upon the character of the art works produced than the personal and 
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 historical circumstances at the moment of their appearance. nevertheless, the 
freedom of interpretation is balanced by a requirement of fidelity— that is, that 
the identity of the work be preserved and remain coherent.

The essays and reviews chosen here deal largely with the necessity of pre-
serving both a respect for the identity of the literary and musical works and the 
freedom from coercive interpretation, a freedom which provides the basis and 
the guarantee of the pleasures of reading, listening, and performing that justify 
the existence of the arts.





Part One

the WeiGht oF soCiety





c h a p t e r  1

Freedom and Art

that great eccentric of the enlightenment, Georg Christoph 
lichtenberg, who put into his private notebooks just about everything 

that came into his head, once jotted down: “Whoever decreed that a word 
must have a fixed meaning?” he was perhaps the first to recognize the psychic 
constraint involved in the perception of meaning and the attempt to make 
it firm.

in his discussion of humor, sigmund Freud deals with this laconically by a 
profound reflection. The mechanical structure of psychoanalytical theory is 
now rightfully laboring under some discredit, but Freud’s literary genius gave 
him insights that are still valuable. After treating at length the kind of humor 
that allows a safe and neutralized outlet for the taboo expression of sexual 
desire and of social aggression, he arrives finally at “pure” humor, the jokes that 
are innocent of repressive fantasies, but just simple word games, silly puns that 
are only a form of play. (i can remember a superannuated example from my 
junior high school days: “Why do radio announcers have such small hands?” 
Wee paws [we pause] for station identification.)

to explain our delight in such foolishness, Freud invokes the lallation of very 
small children, who sit and repeat long strings of nonsense syllables (“ba, da, 
ma . . .  , mow, bow, wow, . . .  etc.) at great length for their own amusement. 
learning a language, being forced to attach a meaning to a sound, is a burden 
to the child, who, in a reaction, strings together senseless rhyming noises as a 
form of escape. even for adults understanding speech is not devoid of effort, 
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and can be a source of fatigue. With a silly play on words, there is a split second 
when a word suspended between two incompatible senses  briefly loses all 
meaning and becomes pure sound, and for a lovely moment we revert to the 
delighted state of the child freed from the tyranny of language. of all the con-
straints imposed on us that restrict our freedom— constraints of morality and 
decorum, constraints of class and finance— one of the earliest that is forced 
upon us is the constraint of a language that we are forced to learn so that others 
can talk to us and tell us things we do not wish to know.

We do not learn language by reading a dictionary, and we do not think or 
speak in terms of dictionary definitions. Meaning is always more fluid. 
nevertheless, we are hemmed in, even trapped, by common usage. senses we 
wish to evade entrap us. The greatest escape route is not only humor, but poetry, 
or art in general. Art does not, of course, liberate us completely from meaning, 
but it gives a certain measure of freedom, provides elbow room. schiller claimed 
in the Letters on Aesthetic Education that art makes you free; he understood that 
the conventions of language and of society are in principle arbitrary— that is, 
imposed by will. They prevent the natural development of the individual. The 
clash between the imposition of meaning and freedom has given rise to contro-
versy in ways that schiller could not have predicted.

The critical problem of the battle between conventional meaning and indi-
vidual expression was best laid out many years ago in Mayer schapiro’s appar-
ently controversial insistence that the forms of romanesque sculpture could not 
be ascribed solely to theological meaning, but were also a style of aesthetic 
expression. What that meant at the time was quite simply and reasonably that 
the character of the sculptural forms could not be reduced only to their personi-
fication of theological dogma, but possessed a clear aesthetic energy indepen-
dent of sacred meaning. The fallacy that schapiro was attacking has reappeared 
recently in musicological circles with the absurd claim that music could not be 
enjoyed for purely musical or aesthetic reasons until the eighteenth century as 
the word “aesthetics” was not used until then. (This naive belief that indepen-
dent aesthetic considerations did not exist before 1750 without social and reli-
gious functions would strangely imply that no one before that date could admire 
the beauty of a member of the opposite sex except if it could be related to the 
function of the production of children.) it is true that some thinkers of the 
eighteenth century would proclaim the fundamental precedence of the aes-
thetic: Johann Georg hamman observed with vico that poetry is older than 
prose, and insisted that music is older than language, horticulture than agricul-
ture. We should recall here the extraordinary sixteenth- century controversy 
about style between the admirers of Cicero and of erasmus, the former, led by 
etienne dolet, believing that style had a beauty independent of the matter of 
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the literary work, and the latter insisting that the beauty of style was wholly 
dependent on its consonance with meaning. (dolet was burnt at the stake, but 
not for his admiration of Cicero. Montaigne took the erasmian position against 
pure stylistic shenanigans, but foreshadowed some twentieth- century criticism 
by avowing that when the style was as masterly as Cicero’s, it could be said to 
have become its own matter.) The contention that pure aesthetic appreciation 
was impossible before 1700 would not only make the existence of that contro-
versy as early as the 1500s impossible, but also astonishingly overlooks both the 
innate aesthetic impulses of any human animal, and the most obvious charac-
teristic of every form of artistic endeavor— that at some point it inevitably draws 
attention away from its meaning and function to the form of expression, or 
from the signifié to the signifiant, to use the well- known structural linguistic 
terms that were so fashionable only a few decades ago.

This is most obviously the case when the signifier, the artistic form, so to 
speak, seems to have developed a sense somewhat at odds with the ostensible 
signified. Perhaps the most spectacular depiction of freedom in music may be 
brought up as evidence of this, the greeting of don Giovanni to the masked 
guests at his party, “Viva la libertà!” in the libretto, these words are only an invita-
tion to have a good time, but they have often been understood politically. oddly, 
the astute hermann Abert denied the political implication, basing his stance on 
the sense of the libretto. however, Mozart sets this as a call to arms, with trum-
pets and drums unheard in the work since the overture, and with an evident 
traditional martial rhythm, while the singers forte shout the words “Viva la lib-
ertà” over and over again. in 1789, after twelve years of political agitation since 
the American revolution, it is unlikely that anyone missed the political sense. 
The message should not be interpreted naively and one- sidedly. Don Giovanni is 
about sexual libertinage; not only was that considered by conservatives to be the 
inevitable ultimate result of the arrival of political freedom (although in fact 
many revolutionaries from robespierre to stalin and Castro have installed 
prudish and puritan measures), but the Marquis de sade in his best known pam-
phlet, “one step Further,” specifically proclaimed that political freedom had to 
be accompanied by sexual freedom to be truly meaningful. Mozart’s own posi-
tion on political liberty may be left undetermined by this page, but the evil 
Queen of the night in The Magic Flute was understood very early as a personifica-
tion of the empress Maria Theresa, and the Masonic order of the time, while 
certainly not a radical revolutionary group, was at least partly in opposition to the 
central power, although it contained many of the most influential members of 
viennese society of the time. in any case, we can see that the artistic form here in 
the central or first finale of Don Giovanni loosens any fixed meaning dependent 
on the libretto, and allows for the free play of the imagination. one important 
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note should be added: the amazing exhilaration of this passage is more closely 
related to the possible political meaning than to the more social welcome implied 
by the text without the music, as the page is extremely stirring in its traditional 
martial excitement, unnaturally so in terms of the operatic story.

The partial freedom of, and from, meaning that is the natural result of aes-
thetic form is made possible by the exploitation of an inherent fluidity, or 
looseness of significance, naturally present in both language and social organi-
zation. This is a freedom often repressed, and attempts at repression and con-
formity are an inevitable part of experience. That is why aesthetic form— in 
poetry, music, and the visual arts— has so often been considered subversive 
and corrupting from Plato to the present day.

Conventions are the bulwark of civilization, a guarantee of social protection. 
They can also be a prison cell. of course, any art has its conventions, too, just 
like every other activity, and an artist is expected to fulfill them. traditionally, 
however, for at least three millennia and possibly longer, the artist is also 
expected paradoxically to violate conventions— to entertain, to surprise, to 
outrage, to be original. That is the special status of art among all other activi-
ties, although it may indeed spill over and make itself felt throughout the rest 
of life. it is the source of freedom; it prevents the wheels of the social machine 
from locking into paralysis. From our artists and entertainers, we expect origi-
nality and resent it when we get it.

ideally we expect style and idea, form and matter to be fused, indistinguish-
able one from the other. Friedrich schlegel observed that when they are sepa-
rable, there is something wrong with one or both of them. nevertheless, the 
liberty of the artist rests on the ever- present possibility or danger of their inde-
pendence. The erasmian principle that style is, or should be, always subservient 
to idea is essentially naive. it takes little account of experience. style can define 
and determine matter. We can see, for example, how the virtuosity of style in 
la Fontaine profoundly altered the morals of Aesop’s fables. The tension 
between style and idea, their friction is a stimulant.

one aspect of freedom in the language of literature came to greater critical 
prominence in the twentieth century and was given novel emphasis with the 
criticism of William empson, beginning with Seven Types of Ambiguity, but 
systematized perhaps more importantly with The Structure of Complex Words. 
here, the great english twentieth- century literary critic explored the way rela-
tionships between the different meanings of a word could be brought into play, 
above all in poetry but also in prose. (one example, the victorian lady’s injunc-
tion: “no, you may not take Amelia for long walks; she’s delicate.” This, as 
empson observed, asserts an equation between two meanings of “delicate”— 
refined on the one hand, and fragile or sickly, on the other, and suggests as a 
subtext that all refined girls are sickly.) These equations depend on whether a 
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principal meaning implied a subsidiary one, or vice versa, and it permits 
empson to understand and explain why “God is love” has a meaning so dif-
ferent from “love is God.” it is certain that the most powerful developments of 
this hidden source of linguistic freedom are found most often in poetry, but 
empson is able to explore it not only in Paradise Lost and King Lear, but in Alice 
in Wonderland as well, on which he remarks that the unpretentious shepherd 
of the pastoral genre who is able to enunciate profound truths (surprising in one 
of such a low station in life) is replaced by the young child whose innocent 
observations rival the sophisticated wisdom of adults. once again we meet 
with a freedom of form that amounts to a kind of duplicity.

The ambiguity of spoken or written language is far less than the ambiguity 
of musical meaning, a disconcerting ambiguity powerfully described by denis 
diderot in his Lettre sur les sourds et les muets:

en musique, le plaisir de la sensation dépend d’une disposition particu-
lière non seulement de l’oreille, mais de tout le système des nerfs. . . .  Au 
reste, la musique a plus besoin de trouver en nous ces favorables disposi-
tions d’organes, que ni la peinture, ni la poésie. son hieroglyphe est si 
léger et si fugitif, il est si facile de le perdre ou de le mésinterpréter, que le 
plus beau morceau de symphonie ne feroit pas un grand effet si le plaisir 
infaillible et subtil de la sensation pure et simple n’etoit infiniment 
audessus de celui d’une expression souvent équivoque. . . .  Comment se 
fait- il donc que des trois arts imitateurs de la nature, celui don’t l’expression 
est la plus arbitraire et la moins précise parle le plus fortement à l’âme.
in music, the pleasure of sensation depends on a particular disposition 
not only of the ear but of the entire nervous system. . . .  in addition, music 
has a greater need to find in us these favorable dispositions of the organs 
than painting or poetry. its hieroglyph is so light and so fleeting, it is so 
easy to lose it or to misinterpret it, that the most beautiful movement of a 
symphony would have little effect if the infallible and subtle pleasure of 
sensation pure and simple were not infinitely above that of an often 
ambiguous expression. . . .  how does it happen then that of the three arts 
that imitate nature, the one whose expression is the most arbitrary and 
the least precise speaks the most powerfully to the soul?

i have quoted this elsewhere (in The Classical Style as an epigraph), but it is 
important to see how clearly the nature of musical discourse was understood 
by the second half of the eighteenth century. Mendelssohn found the meaning 
of music more precise, not less, than language, but that is because music means 
what it is, not what it says.

The most famous association of music and freedom is illustrated by the pre-
mière of Aubert’s opera La Muette de Portici, which is credited with starting the 
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revolution that led to the creation of Belgium, the only opera in history to have 
had such a powerful political influence. The opera itself has a strong political 
cast, but if anything in it inspired political action, it must certainly have been 
the overture, which has a principal theme with a strong jingoistic swing to it 
like the American “Battle hymn of the republic.” it certainly sounds exuber-
antly patriotic, and remained a model for national hymns that superseded the 
“Marseillaise.” Most of the music that celebrates freedom in the nineteenth 
century has a character that is more nationalistic than humanistic, and the 
freedom is not expected to apply to humanity in general. The masterpiece of 
this kind of music is surely verdi’s Aida. The late edward said wondered what 
verdi thought the egyptians would think of this work, premiered in Cairo to 
celebrate the opening of the suez Canal. of course, for verdi the opera was not 
really about egyptians at all, but about italy, and the repression of a subject 
people very like the Austrian subjugation of italy, although the foreign scene 
offered a chance for exotic and picturesquely alienating musical effects sup-
posed to be typical of the near east. it dealt with the very modern case of a 
cruel society dominated by a wicked clergy; the anticlerical aspect of the opera 
is emphatic, and certainly resounded strongly in italy. The portrayal of freedom 
in the work is best represented by Aida’s nostalgia for her native land, reminis-
cent of Azucena’s longing for her native mountains in Il Trovatore (“Ai nostri 
monti”), taken up later by Bizet’s Carmen (“là bas, là bas dans la montagne”). 
nostalgia and freedom are often linked concepts. The idea of freedom is usu-
ally a vision of a paradise lost. it is probable that verdi cared not a whit for what 
the egyptians thought of his opera, as it was going to be mounted soon after-
ward at la scala in Milan, and that was the public he was writing for.

The most famously humane plea for political freedom in music is surely 
Beethoven’s Fidelio. his revisions to the first two versions, both called Lenore, 
are almost all improvements of efficiency, tightening up the score by removing 
repetitious phrases, but the change of the overture from Lenore 2 or 3 to a more 
conventional partially buffa- style introduction reduces the political character of 
the opera, as the earlier variant overtures clearly foreshadow the prison rescue 
that will be the climax of the opera. And it has always seemed wonderful that 
such prominence should be given in the first act to the simple desire of the pris-
oners for light and air. some have derided Florestan’s cry at the opening of act 2, 
“Welch dunkel hier!” as unnatural, since he should have noticed it was dark 
after many years in the cell, but surely any prisoner in solitary must have sudden 
intense moments of despair at the conditions of his confinement. in the prison 
quartet, leanora’s passionate intervention, “First kill his wife!” is an unsur-
passed thrilling effect in the unexpected change in both harmony and tessitura, 
and the music is dramatically far more explicit than the text. The effect requires 
a clearly articulated musical language in which a B- flat in a d major tonality 
can have a dramatic effect, and the dissonant and startling B- flat is used here to 
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foreshadow the B- flat trumpet fanfare that is the ultimate climax of the quartet 
and signals the beginning of the resolution of the action.

The “ode to Joy” finale of Beethoven’s ninth symphony must be considered 
here, as there is a well- established theory that the “Freude” of the final ode was 
intended to be understood as an obvious substitute for the overly inflammatory 
word “Freiheit.” too enthusiastic or insistent a declamatory use of the word 
“freedom” would send a message to any government nervous about its power 
that someone is out to make trouble. Freedom and joy are of course not incom-
patible and go together remarkably well. Most of the choral finale of Beethoven’s 
last symphony, however, is somewhat more apt for the concept of freedom than 
joy. The B- flat scherzo variation with the percussive, so- called turkish, percus-
sion sound effects is in military style, and a combat for freedom is more reason-
able than a fight for joy. in the following variation, after the fugue has completed 
the battle imagery, the great musical representation of the starry heavens 
implies more easily a spiritual view of freedom, while joy on the contrary lacks 
the dignity of the spacious sound imagined by Beethoven. it would be a mis-
take to try and pin down too specific a political meaning for the triumphal air 
of the last pages, but the sense of victory is everywhere evident.

The spectacular musical representation of freedom in these monumental 
works is the result of historical conjunction. Political freedom was fashionable 
just then, although the taste for it had been growing steadily since Machiavelli. 
After 1776 and 1789, it had become inescapable. later in the nineteenth cen-
tury, it would lose some of its golden aura. After 1848, the evident sarcasm in 
the title of Johann nestroy’s great comedy Freiheit in Krähwinkel is telling 
(Freedom in New Rochelle would be a good translation of the title for Americans.) 
its central monologue informs us that particular freedoms, like Gedankenfreiheit 
(freedom of thought, valid as long as the thoughts remain unexpressed, for 
example,) or billiard freedom in cafes— freedoms in the plural, make sense, are 
comprehensible and available. But what is fashionable now is singular- case 
Freedom in general— except that this is an unobtainable chimera and nobody 
knows what it is. The ideological disaster of 1848 throughout europe as a whole 
degraded what was left of much of the hope and idealism of 1776 and 1789. 
(Perhaps particularly in Germany; lewis namier called the German revolt of 
1848 “a drunken cow.”) By the beginning of the twentieth century, when hugo 
von hofmannsthal, in the “Chandos letter,” asserted the inadequacy of lan-
guage to express anything profoundly individual and subjective, one of the first 
words to have completely lost its meaning for him was “freedom.”

The triumph of Beethoven’s musical image of freedom depended on more 
than just the contemporary popularity and relish for the idea. it needed an 
adequate musical language for its expression with subtle and complex articula-
tions. These articulations had thickened within a few years after his death, 
making way for a powerful and rich chromaticism. Art may offer us a chance 
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of liberation, but we are chained by its limitations. When we reach the great 
works of verdi, who was so deeply and ideologically involved in the struggle for 
italian freedom, the representation of freedom for him, as we have seen, offered 
a choice between a coarse but thrilling jingoism or a passionate nostalgia for an 
existence of the past in a country far away. This is a natural process in the his-
tory of styles. We are always haunted by the past, even when we try to destroy 
it. novalis defined freedom as Meisterschaft. When richard strauss at the end 
of Der Rosenkavalier needed to represent the innocence of teenage love, all his 
mastery had at its command was only a flagrant pastiche of Mozart. our 
freedom is hemmed in on every side. We must be grateful for what remains.
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Mostly MoZArt
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Mozart’s entry into 
the twentieth Century

1

Another book in english on Mozart might not seem to be a pressing need just 
now after the extravagant outpouring of the 250th anniversary of his birth, but 
we have waited a long time for this one. When, eighty- eight years ago, hermann 
Abert’s W. A. Mozart appeared, it was recognized as the most authoritative 
survey of the composer’s life and works. (it claimed to be a revision of otto 
Jahn’s pathbreaking life of Mozart of 1882, but in fact almost nothing was left 
of Jahn; when one of Jahn’s observations does appear in Abert, it is quoted as if 
from an external source, so it is just as well that Jahn’s name is no longer dis-
played on the title page.) Abert managed to set down everything of interest 
about Mozart’s life that was known in 1919, and he added a complete overview 
of Mozart’s works, very many of them discussed in great detail and related to a 
masterly account of the music world in Mozart’s time and the different musical 
traditions of the age. over the years the project of translating Abert often came 
up, but until now, no one had the courage, the good sense, or the resources to 
carry it out. The fifteen- hundred- page monument has finally been issued in an 
excellent translation by stewart spencer (even Mozart’s letters in rhyme when 
quoted by Abert appear like reasonable verse), and it has turned out to be not 

A review (1996) of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, by hermann Abert, edited by Cliff eisen and 
translated from the German by stewart spencer.
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only the most satisfactory, but also the most readable and entertaining work on 
Mozart available in english.

nevertheless, so much research has been expended on Mozart since 1919, so 
much more is known, and so many dates and facts have been corrected and 
revised, that the book could not simply be translated. it had to be brought up 
to date. This has been done with full respect for the original by one of the most 
brilliant Mozart scholars of our time, Cliff eisen. he has himself written pro-
foundly on Mozart, above all on the viola quintets, and his knowledge of the 
composer and the musical life of his time has no superior and few equals. 
Without altering the original, he has added thousands of footnotes that correct 
or expand the text, indicating the most useful of recent publications on almost 
every aspect of Mozart taken up in the book. An immense bibliography has 
made this publication not only a pleasure to read, but extremely useful for 
music- lovers, students, and scholars alike. We may well ask, however, after so 
much recent scholarship and revision, how a work of almost a century ago can 
retain its importance not just as a document of the past but as an adequate 
presentation of Mozart for the modern listener.

in his introductory editorial note, eisen may give us a clue to an answer 
when he sets forth his main disagreement with Abert. he presents his case 
eloquently:

The heart of Abert’s book is chapter 31, “Mozart’s Personality.” For all his 
discussion of biography, of social circumstance, of commerce and industry, 
patrons and the public, it is Abert’s firm belief that, above all, Mozart’s 
music expresses Mozart himself, his keen observation of, and boundless 
empathy for, his fellow man: “. . .  it is impossible to separate his life from 
his music: in both, the same force is at work.” And it is here that i pro-
foundly disagree with Abert: as i see it, Mozart was a keen observer of 
mankind, and boundlessly empathetic, but what he expressed in his music 
was us, not himself. Put another way, Mozart was the consummate artist, 
able to manipulate and cajole his listeners, to draw them in and draw 
them out, to create art, to construct art not for the sake of self- expression 
but to allow us to express ourselves.

yet this fundamental difference with Abert is exactly why i like the 
book so much: if i could, i would say exactly the same things about the 
music, i would describe it in exactly the same words and with the same 
images, for Abert’s words and images correspond more or less exactly with 
how i hear the music. At the most basic level, then, Abert and i agree, not 
only that Mozart’s music is profoundly expressive but also as to what it 
expresses. so it is really of little consequence, in the end, whether Mozart 
is expressing himself or expressing his listener. either way, Mozart’s is a 
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compelling story: to whom, or to what, we attribute meaning in his music 
only determines the thrust and trajectory of the narrative, not its sub-
stance and not, ultimately, its effect. it is a story that can be read and told 
in a multiplicity of ways and Abert’s, because his understanding of the 
music resonates so strongly within us, no matter what our view of Mozart’s 
creative personality, remains perhaps the most compelling of all. (p. xi)

eisen’s point is subtle, and provokes elucidation, but this is not simple. he is 
ill- at- ease, and to some extent rightly, with the old- fashioned and only too well 
established idea that the composer is simply expressing himself; this turns the 
composition of music, a social activity, into a purely personal performance, and 
it is true that some critics of the past and even of our time have absurdly treated 
works of art as private creations, published so as to allow readers, listeners, and 
spectators to eavesdrop on the artist’s intimacy. When eisen, however, says that 
what Mozart “expressed in his music was us, not himself,” it is not easy to iden-
tify the “us.” Who are we? Mozart’s contemporaries, or his patrons, or the 
connoisseurs of his work, or the listeners of his posterity? to choose any one of 
these makes expression too narrow, too limited. to choose all of them makes it 
too vague to be given a precise meaning. When eisen, after declaring a pro-
found disagreement with Abert about expression, then writes: “At the most 
basic level, then Abert and i agree, not only that Mozart’s music is profoundly 
expressive but also as to what it expresses,” he seems to b trying to take back, at 
least, in part his initial objection. yet his disquiet is well founded.

to justify eisen’s dissatisfaction, we should turn not to the chapter on Mozart’s 
personality, but to a passage in Abert’s own preface that reveals his great 
strength, but also betrays a methodology that is at the root of some less than 
satisfactory emphases in his book. here, he pays generous tribute to his prede-
cessors, in particular the work of the French team of Wyzewa and saint- Foix, 
but he makes one sharp criticism of their work:

For them, Mozart’s art is like a mosaic, made up of a series of influences 
to which he succumbed in the course of his life as a result of chance. This 
rationalistic desire to bring clarity and order to a varied picture is typi-
cally French, but quite apart from the fact that it is a fatal error to see 
genius as the sum total of the influences that affect it, this approach pro-
vides us with no answer as to two main questions: how did Mozart choose 
which of his many models to adopt? And which elements did he appro-
priate from them and make his own? Why did Johann Christian Bach 
and schobert, for example, affect him more deeply than the incomparably 
greater Gluck?1

1. We must not mind the touch of Gallophobia in the reproach of French rationalism, 
natural enough in a German in 1919, and Abert’s initial praise of the French team is 
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This is a profound indictment not merely of Abert’s predecessors, but of an 
enormous amount of research on Mozart between Abert’s death in 1927 and 
our own time, so often devoted to a demonstration of how frequently Mozart 
borrowed from his contemporaries. Much of this is already in Abert (a great 
deal of subsequent research reads, in fact, like footnotes to his work): he con-
stantly reveals what Mozart took from J. C. Bach, schobert, Paisiello, and 
others. he observes, for example, that the opening theme of the famous 
symphony in G Minor is an eighteenth- century commonplace (and that it is 
found yet again in tamino’s first aria in The Magic Flute), but he also points out 
the two details that Mozart added to the motif that transformed the banal into 
something new.

immediately following the above quotation from the preface are a few sen-
tences about the difference between a genius and the common man that will 
provoke a shiver of distaste from the majority of modern scholars:

not even ordinary mortals imitate things if they do not already contain 
within them the nucleus of what they are imitating. in the case of the 
genius, this selective process already bears within it the stamp of cre-
ativity: it is his first attempt to assert himself in the face of tradition, to 
cast aside what inhibits him and is alien to his nature and not just to imi-
tate all that he feels drawn towards but, at the same time, to recast it and 
make it his own.

today, no one (or few, at any rate) denies that there is a difference between a 
genius and an ordinary craftsman or hack, but it is felt to be not very nice or 
democratic to mention it. of course, we know that an uncritical ascription to 
Mozart of romantic nineteenth- century ideals of revolutionary originality 
gives a false picture of the career and thought of a late eighteenth- century com-
poser. The problem is, nevertheless, to claim that the ideals of originality and 
revolutionary inspiration do not apply in any way to Mozart (a claim some-
times made today in the newly fashionable view of Mozart as a simple pro-
fessional craftsman only out to please the patrons who commissioned his 
work) gives a picture equally false, and one that impedes any workable view of 
the music.

Abert’s view of genius, however, leads him into a typology of Mozart’s works 
that, while it does not actually do much harm to his book, is nevertheless 
dubious. he depreciates the importance of the traditional division of musical 
works into sacred, dramatic, instrumental, and vocal, because that would mean 

 evidently wholehearted. At the opening of the book, Abert makes it clear that he thinks 
Mozart was not really Austrian but swabian, as his father was born in Augsburg. it might 
be objected that Augsburg is not actually in swabia but in Bavaria, but it is on the border 
of swabia, and Abert himself came from stuttgart, which is the main city of swabia.
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examining trivial works of Mozart alongside more important ones, but does not 
reject it. he sets up new divisions, however, partially based on the way Mozart’s 
works were responses to commissions and to external circumstances. he writes:

A living tradition still existed at this time, a summation of formal and 
stylistic rules acknowledged and felt by all, whether they were the patrons 
responsible for issuing the commissions . . .  or the artists responsible for 
carrying them out. no artist could afford to ignore them. (p. xxv)

There are three groups of works for Abert: first, those written to fulfill a 
commission,

in which his genius conformed to tradition without further ado, in some 
cases even subordinating itself to that tradition . . .  works written for 
various celebrations, the pieces intended for pupils and individual singers, 
with their specific demands, and so on. The second group consists of those 
works that are still part of the tradition described above, but where the 
tradition is permeated and hence transformed and enriched by the ele-
mental force of the artist’s own experience, its range of forms increased in 
consequence. typical of this group are the great keyboard concertos of 
the 1780s, which still clearly embody the old ideal of music written to 
divert society. . . .  in the works of the third group, finally, the artist’s 
archetypal experience, his basic emotion comes to predominate, with the 
result that the tradition is completely overshadowed by it. here the focus 
of the artist’s interest passes from the receptive element— his audience in 
society— to the artist himself. in these works, tradition is annealed by the 
fire of Mozart’s genius to the point that it falls away like ash, allowing 
entirely new shapes to emerge. (p. xxv)

to this final group for Abert belong “the great symphonies and string quintets” 
as well as the great operas.

This system of classification is neither entirely misleading nor indefensible, 
but it is tendentious. it preempts judgment. Abert himself admits that the dis-
tinctions are not hard and fast, and even observes that it is a pleasure to try and 
decide in which category a work belongs. excluding the wonderful concertos 
of the 1780s from the category of the sublime because they are sociable, is cer-
tainly a dubious point. This distinction of categories inclines us to underesti-
mate the role of tradition in the most radical works of the third group (a 
tendency that Abert, however, largely resists successfully in spite of his pro-
grammatic statement above). it also assumes unwarrantably that the composer 
always expressed his art more personally when transforming tradition than by 
conforming to it, that Mozart, in short, was most Mozartean only when most 
radical. That is particularly  dangerous with this composer because it may 
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 prevent us from recognizing that Mozart could be as inspired when he conformed 
to tradition as when he was revolutionary. The refusal to acknowledge that 
Mozart often showed his genius when he was most conventional has inspired 
such foolishness as Adorno’s rueful assertion that Mozart, unlike Beethoven, 
could not always write the way he wanted, or Glenn Gould’s attempt, by per-
formance as well as writing, to demonstrate that Mozart in his last years had 
become an inferior composer.

Abert’s preference for the most radical and revolutionary works is certainly 
due in large part to the contemporary situation in the arts in 1919: this was the 
moment of German expressionism in painting and literature, with Kirchener, 
Kandinsky, Beckmann among the artists, hauptmann, Wedekind, and 
Thomas Mann among the writers; the era of the French Fauves and cubism, of 
Joyce and Proust; the period dominated in new music by richard strauss, 
Arnold schoenberg, and igor stravinsky. A new view of Mozart was required.

Abert’s preference for the Mozart that could seem, at least, most personal 
and radical did not, in fact, infirm his judgment except in minor ways. The 
only important exception to this is his treatment of the piano concertos. This 
is not to say that he was insensible or unappreciative of their extraordinary 
qualities; it would not be easy to find a treatment that was fairer. But he treats 
them oddly as a group, and does not give them individually the space extended 
to the viola quintets and the symphonies, not to speak of the operas (the field 
of Abert’s greatest expertise). he does not trace the extraordinary change in the 
style of the concertos from the A Major, K. 414, to the C minor, K. 491, and 
while he is aware that Mozart transformed the tradition of the concerto as 
greatly as he did the opera and the symphony, he does not choose to set this in 
relief. he does not even treat the early masterpiece of the twenty-year-old 
Mozart, the Concerto in e- flat Major, K. 271, separately from the two con-
certos that preceded it: this is the opus that Alfred einstein called Mozart’s 
“eroica” symphony, the stylistic breakthrough that confirmed his mature style, 
and about which h. t. robbins-landon remarked that with it, Mozart “quietly 
bursts the form which was bequeathed to him by his predecessors: for K. 271 is 
indeed far removed from the form and content of the pre- classical concerto.”2

2. The Mozart Companion, ed. h. t. robbins- landon and donald Mitchell (new york 
and london), 1956, p. 249. earlier in his article, robbins- landon had insisted that Mozart’s 
concertos are incomprehensible without knowledge of the preclassical form, and he seems 
to contradict that here. he is, i suppose, right on both counts; it depends on how you think 
music is— or ought to be— understood. it should be added that, if Abert’s treatment of the 
individual concertos is disappointing by comparison with the passionate discussion of the 
other works, the chapter ends with a very long section with two dozen examples on the 
virtuoso figuration and texture of the piano style in the concertos that is more interesting 
and informative than anything else i have seen on the subject.
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it is clear that Abert’s aesthetic risks a distortion of history, and we can see 
why eisen should be made uncomfortable by it. yet it has had two admirable 
effects, and these are strangely contradictory, or at least paradoxical. The first 
effect is that it has increased our appreciation of Mozart by setting in relief, for 
the most part, those works which appeal to musical taste today. our interest in 
the art of the past is necessarily discriminating, and we must not expect to 
admire with an equal passion everything that our ancestors valued before us. 
Abert and his generation put new life into Mozart by making him into a com-
poser that appealed to the twentieth century. They brought out what they felt 
to be the demonic aspect of Mozart; the dramatic force, and even the violence, 
and created a figure that was very different from the more graceful and 
charming, but blander Mozart; generally conceived by the nineteenth century 
(with, of course, a few notable exceptions from e. t. A. hoffmann and 
Kierkegaard to George Bernard shaw, who were aware of Mozart’s power).

The expressionistic aesthetic, historically flawed as it is, had, as its second 
effect, a historical restoration of the way that Mozart was viewed by the late 
eighteenth century. For his contemporaries, Mozart was a difficult composer, 
not only hard to play, but hard to listen to. Most of the greatest works, they felt, 
could only be performed by the finest professionals, or else they made a poor 
impression. not only were there too many notes (in most operas by other com-
posers, the second violins played the same notes as the first violins most of the 
time, but in Mozart they are more often given an independent line, and the 
violas, as well, are allotted interesting phrases), there were above all too many 
new ideas and new themes, all coming one after the other in a profusion that 
was painful to follow. And the harmony was often outrageous and impossible 
to understand (to this complaint e. t. A. hoffmann replied that connoisseurs 
understood Mozart’s most radical harmony without difficulty, the uneducated 
public was emotionally stirred by it, and only the half- educated music amateur 
was bewildered). Abert and his generation restored Mozart’s difficulty and 
made him definitively the dramatic equal of any composer in history.

2

nowhere does Abert shock modern scholarship more than in his low estimate 
of Mozart’s last opera, La Clemenza di Tito.3 this work has been revived with 
some success in the last two decades, and is sometimes advertised as a seventh 
great opera along with Idomeneo, The Abduction, Figaro, Don Giovanni, Cosi 

3. the overture to The Magic Flute was written after tito, but the rest had been com-
posed before.
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fan tutte, and The Magic Flute. this was a work that Mozart wrote hurriedly in 
ill health, and had to get someone else to write the recitatives. With all his 
other operas he almost certainly had something to do with the choice and even 
the construction of the librettos,— he forced rewriting of Idomeneo, messed up 
the libretto of the Abduction to get a more effective finale for the second act, 
chose the Beaumarchais Figaro himself, and must have influenced Figaro and 
Die Zauberflöte with their profusion of ensembles and a Protestant chorale for 
Die Zauberflöte— but not Tito. With this work, he was not, as Abert remarks, 
able to create something original, but only to set quickly an old libretto of 
Metastasio, fixed up and abridged in advance.

Abert gives a sympathetic account of the work, admiring above all the first 
act finale, “one might even say that it is the spirit of classical tragedy that finds 
expression here” (p. 1237), but his final judgment is severe:

Any comparison between Idomeneo and La Clemenza di Tito is bound to 
be to the latter’s disadvantage, as the later work lacks the sense of pro-
found personal experience that we find in the earlier piece. in Idomeneo, 
Mozart still believed in his artistic mission even in the field of opera seria. 
By the time he wrote La Clemenza di Tito, this world lay far behind him, 
and his only concern was to carry out his professional duty and complete 
a task that only sporadically engaged his interest.

his severity is, i think, justified. There are a number of fine things in the opera, 
but for most of it Mozart’s ability to give new life to the commonplace, to 
transfigure the banal has deserted him. one has only to compare the fine rondo 
of sesto in the second act with the similar but much more affecting rondo of 
Fiordiligi in the second act of Cosi to see the lower level of inspiration.

in one sense, the way Abert privileges the most radical works gives a truer 
representation of Mozart in history than an effort to reconstruct an eighteenth-
 century mind set; it sets in relief those works that changed the course of music. 
it is these radical works that have had the greatest effect on composers after 
Mozart. The progeny of Don Giovanni is innumerable. The Abduction from the 
Seraglio changed the way the Singspiel was composed afterward. Cosi fan tutte 
was imitated by Beethoven and stravinsky. schoenberg said that he learned the 
secret of eccentric phrasing by studying Mozart’s works. in short, the demonic 
composer that Abert partly discovered and partly created restored Mozart to 
history.

on two largely neglected works of Mozart, Abert gives a lengthy and bril-
liant account that makes their importance convincing. one is the unfinished 
German opera on a serious turkish theme, Zaide, written just before the comic 
turkish opera the Abduction. Abert is understandably repelled by the dis-
gusting style of the libretto (all the spoken dialogue has disappeared except for 
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two experimental sections called melodrama— that is, spoken dialogue with 
orchestral accompaniment) but gives full justice to the music, which presents 
some of Mozart’s finest arias and ensembles. except for the overture (always the 
last piece to be written, because it needed no stage rehearsal) and the final 
scene, the work is complete.

The other work to which, as far as i know, only Abert has done full justice, 
is The Musical Joke. This is a sextet for string quartet and two horns that Mozart 
wrote in 1787. Abert relates it to “a venerable tradition of caricaturing worthless 
and incompetent colleagues” (p. 1001), and observes that “the real parody is 
directed at the work’s imaginary composer.” This is Mozart’s Art of Music that 
takes the form of an example of how not to do it, and it makes a wonderful 
introduction to his conception of composition. What is magnificent is that 
Mozart’s imaginary idiot blunders into every possible clumsy mistake, and yet 
Mozart succeeds in making the piece sound delightful. Abert goes into great 
detail explaining each error and so giving a beautiful résumé of Mozart’s aes-
thetic, and remarks “rarely has so much wit been expended on creating an 
impression of such witlessness.”

i have only one serious disagreement to offer with Abert; he does not believe 
that Mozart’s setting of “viva la libertà” (“hooray for liberty”) in Don Giovanni 
has a secret political meaning. it is true that the overt significance at don 
Giovanni’s party is an invitation to his guests to enjoy themselves, but Mozart’s 
setting is clearly martial and stirring with trumpets and drums reintroduced 
for the first time since the overture of the opera, and resonates like a call to 
arms. in any case, the belief that the setting was subversive was later accepted, 
as the words were fearfully and prudently changed to Viva la società.

one important aspect of Abert’s view of Mozart was omitted by him, and 
appears only in the short introduction to his edition of The Marriage of Figaro; 
that is the harmonic construction and logic of the opera as a whole. on this 
subject Abert’s considerations have become unfashionable, and some critics 
have tried to deny that a Mozart opera has the unity that so many have felt 
about each of the mature works. of course, the unity of an opera is not the 
relatively closed structure of a sonata or symphony, which is not, in turn, the 
even denser structure of a single movement, or the absolutely closed form of a 
rounded melody. nevertheless, the way Mozart worked out the harmonic rela-
tionships in his later operas has logic and a symmetry that has convinced many 
listeners, and they were best indicated and described so far by Abert in his 
eulenburg edition of the orchestral score. recent writing on this subject does 
not seem to have understood or paid much attention to his arguments, and it 
would be a good idea to add these few pages as an appendix when this book is 
reprinted, as i expect it will be.
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